M A N U FA C T U R I N G
AND RESOURCES

Ç A Ğ L AYA N A R K A N : M I C R O S O F T

As digital transformation extends around the world,
manufacturers everywhere must adapt to survive,
developing new skills to enable competitiveness and
growth. There is no greater evidence of this shift in
traditional manufacturing work philosophy than that
of enabling the mobile workforce.
In this issue we look at the modern productivity tools
that are enabling product engineers to expand their
range to include colleagues in remote locations and
outside agencies that can add value to manufacturing
processes. Reflecting the Microsoft messaging that
will take place at this year’s Hannover Messe event,
we find out where the world of mobility is adding real
value for the modern manufacturer.

F E AT U R E

A truly

mobile
workforce
By empowering employees and providing them with the tools and
information they need to make better decisions, manufacturers can
make dramatic improvements to their processes. We discover which
technologies are playing a key role in enabling this transformation
BY SEAN DUDLEY
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Information at your fingertips
ATS Global’s Mike James explains how manufacturers are
actively improving their processes
Continuous improvement and using lean
manufacturing and Six Sigma process techniques have
always been important to manufacturing. Adding
productivity tools such as manufacturing intelligence
is effective as it makes lean processes stick. ‘Sticky
lean’ is the term we use for embedding lean and Six
Sigma techniques into an orchestration of people and
technology, and it is extremely effective.
Companies who invest in creating a mobile, connected
workforce are seeing information flow and reaction
times improve. It literally provides information at people’s
fingertips and team members can be reached quickly.

B

y adopting technologies that encourage
proactive problem solving and enhance the
ease with which information can be shared,
companies in the manufacturing space are starting to reinvent the way the industry works.
Microsoft has promoted digital transformation
in recent times, but Indranil Sircar, director of
Industry Technical Strategy for Manufacturing
at Microsoft, warns that digital transformation is
only as powerful as employees decide to make it.
“Manufacturing needs to be more connected
and more mobile in terms of how people do
their work,” Sircar says. “This will allow employees to be more empowered, deliver the quality
required and work in a more collaborative way.”
Sircar says Microsoft wants to empower people to allow them to be successful. In the manufacturing space, providing design engineers,
operators, line workers and technicians with the
productivity tools they require is the key aim.
“Empowering people with personal productivity tools spans areas such as communication and
social, content management and analytics,” says
Sircar. “All these are hugely beneficial, and once
people are empowered, there’s a chance to treat
staff more like a dynamic team than in times
gone by. Collaboration, intelligence and mobility
is built around trust.”
Workers also need to be able to access an
application from a business process perspective.
Being able to use any kind of device, anywhere

It’s a great extension of manufacturing intelligence and
offers new opportunities for improvement.
Organisations shouldn’t get tied down with mundane
issues such as which hardware or software to use.
Focus on potential applications which can transform
productivity and quality. IT can solve the mundane
issues – it’s the operations that should have the ideas
and it’s the application that counts. Trust your people to
use the tools well and their energy will be released.
Mike James is chair of the board of directors
at ATS Global

– not just laptops, tablets and mobile phones,
but also interactive workspaces and tools like
Microsoft HoloLens from a mixed reality and
wearables perspective – is something Sircar
believes is key to success in this space.
“These tools enable people to become more and
more integrated into the organisation,” he says.
With mobile technologies more readily available than ever before, companies are embracing
the possibilities presented.

“Our partners are working to
empower their people to have
information that is accessible and
supports collaboration”
“We are seeing initiatives from a lot of companies that tie into this current advancement,” Sircar
says. “We have found that the modern workplace
needs to deal with the information worker who is
out there supporting the firstline aspects of it. We
are seeing more and more people integrating their
firstline workers into these workforce processes.
That’s an important configuration.”
Sircar envisages a change of paradigm within
manufacturing thanks to digital and mobile
technologies. He sees information coming
directly to workers, rather than employees
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Untethering manufacturers
Melissa Topp of ICONICS explains how manufacturers are
embracing mobile to better equip their workers
Manufacturers are increasingly embracing the industrial
internet of things due to what cloud services can provide
in comparison to running applications on-premise. These
benefits include secure access between multiple locations
via cloud platforms such as Microsoft Azure, reduced
hardware obsolescence and expanded connectivity.
Mobile data-driven software solutions, such as
ICONICS’ MobileHMI, have untethered manufacturers
from their control rooms. They allow users throughout
an organisation – from the executive level to operators
to maintenance staff and more – to use a shared,
real-time dashboard of key performance indicators to
ensure high levels of quality and output.
A recent development in mobile data solutions is
the emergence of augmented reality and wearables.
Human machine interfaces have evolved to integrate
with hardware devices such as Microsoft’s HoloLens
self-contained holographic computer and other
head mounted industrial wearable devices. Such a
combination provides even more opportunity for

manufacturers to interact with previously untapped
data in an intuitive, hands-free manner.
While it might be tempting for some organisations
to run out and start implementing the latest cutting
edge mobile solutions, such as augmented realitybased wearables, it will help in the long run to
first determine the company’s highest data-driven
priorities and then what processes and hardware
assets will be involved. Simultaneous to these
decisions should be the consideration of which of
these types of applications should be performed in
the cloud or via on-premise IT hardware.
Once the data needs are prioritised, the decision can
then be made as how to best mobilise the involved
processes, whether through laptops, tablets, phones,
wearables or whatever the next mobile device form
factor may be.
Melissa Topp is senior director of Global
Marketing at ICONICS

VIEWPOINT

Creating opportunities
Annata’s Elva Gudjonsdottir explains how the company’s customers
are improving their processes across a spectrum of areas
Our solution – Annata 365 for Manufacturing – actively
supports a connected workforce by providing data
related to leads, orders, spare parts and warranty to
mobile workers.
We have a client who installed our solution to
run their warranty processes. After improving this
element of their operations, they also noticed real
improvements in their spare part management, as well
as their customer satisfaction. By installing a modern
solution for one part of their business, they were able
to improve their performance in related processes.
For people in customer facing roles, the ability to
quickly understand cross and upsell opportunities
when in front of the customer is game changing.
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One of our clients has utilised our solution to provide
tablets to their sales team that visits farmers. This
prompts additional sales opportunities based on
the configuration of the equipment being discussed,
coupled with management insight into how lead
generation is being turned into a higher revenue by
customers at the sales person level. This means that
companies are increasing their return on investment,
winning a higher market share and boosting customer
satisfaction. They are discovering the additional
benefits of digital transformation and making sure they
engage the workforce in the process.
Elva Gudjonsdottir is marketing manager at Annata
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having to seek out the information they require
of their own accord.
“If there is a problem, artificial intelligence-
enabled technology is now available to give
workers a potential solution,” he says. “People
can then be connected with an available expert
anywhere in the world. That’s one thing we see
happening more and more.”
Not only can efficiency be enhanced with better mobile technologies, but employee satisfaction can also be improved.
“Companies that invest in creating a mobile,
connected workforce benefit from greater productivity, time and cost savings, a reduced error
rate, more flexibility, more automated digital
workflows and, subsequently, a lower employee
turnover,” explains Johannes Petrowisch, global
partner and business development manager at
COPA-DATA. “Staff satisfaction increases with
higher levels of ergonomics at the workplace.
We are also seeing digitalisation deliver savings
through reduced training effort and a faster and
more intensive knowledge transfer.”
Sircar reports that a lot of the manufacturing
companies Microsoft is working with are now
achieving positive results in terms of the mobility and efficiency of their workforce.
“Our partners are working to empower their
people to have information that is accessible
and supports collaboration,” he says. “We are
now seeing them reach a level where they are
integrating their firstline workers. For example,
one of our partners Thyssen Krupp are now

getting their elevators to be more and more
enabled in terms of providing insight from a
predictive maintenance perspective. They’re
allowing service technicians to work in a much
more informed way by delivering information
particular to them via a mixed reality environment. Then on site, they’re able to use something like Microsoft HoloLens during their
work. They can work hands free, which greatly
boosts their efficiency.”
These technicians can also be remote assisted
by a subject matter expert in an office, rather
than an expert having to travel into a customer
site to carry out a task.
“I would say that is a next generation evolution
in terms of how mobile service is being adopted,
with mixed reality as an example,” says Sircar.
Sircar adds that data is a key factor in enhancing a workforce’s mobility and shouldn’t be
underestimated.
“Most companies today are generating more
data than ever,” says Sircar. “They collect data
but can’t use it very well. Empowering individuals involves looking into that data, knowing
what to do with it and how to make a difference.
There’s also a great need to empower the emerging generation of workers because they are more
socially adaptable in terms of the technology.
We see an opportunity for companies to be more
creative and productive in terms of empowering
individuals, creating a modern workplace, and
be very successful when it comes to efficiency
and performance.”
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Empowering operators
AVEVA’s Rob McGreevy on how mobility solutions support
information management and operations
Industrial companies across multiple verticals can
benefit significantly by transforming their mobile
workforce and the way in which work is scheduled,
managed and performed. There are many real-world
examples today that have resulted in demonstrable
business results. Two come to mind immediately, the first
of which is real-time mobile information management.
With mobile devices, operators can view important
key performance indicators and operating parameters
– anywhere, anytime and on any device. Capabilities
such as geolocation, specialised alerts, notifications and
contextual awareness are great improvements over
traditional systems. This level of improved information
access gives operators a means to improve decision
making and optimise their work plans. For instance,
when Seminole County Water District in Florida
implemented mobile alerts, operators were able to
access the information they needed within minutes,

helping to improve decision making and time to action.
Greater mobility also improves the asset-centric aspects
of operations – the second example that comes to mind.
Digitising mobile rounds and procedures empowers
operators with documented best practices and
standardised methodologies for performing work
and resolving issues wherever they are in the plant,
site or facility. This enables optimised maintenance for
increased asset performance and reliability, as well as
digital audits for work performed against initial plans.
It also helps capture the ‘tribal knowledge’ that is often
manifest in the minds of workers – traditionally passed
down amongst workers over long training programs
and on-the-job experience. When Ascend Performance
Materials implemented mobile operator rounds, the
company saved US$1 million in maintenance costs.
Rob McGreevy is head of Portfolio Management, AVEVA

VIEWPOINT

Context is king
OSIsoft’s David Doll explains why companies must ensure the right
infrastructure is in place if they want a mobile revolution
Manufacturing is evolving, and technology-driven
changes are encouraging companies to invest more,
expect more and improve. Mobile technologies are
changing the game in many ways, providing workers
with data at their fingers as they walk around a plant or
inspect remote assets. But mobile technology is a tool,
and like any tool, it can be used effectively or misused
and disappoint.
Don’t assume that mobile technologies are magic and
can solve underlying problems with your operational
infrastructure. In order to achieve their potential – to
put the right data in front of the right people at the right
time – you need to do the prep work. Enterprises need
a robust data infrastructure to collect, clean and provide
context to the data. Context is king. Raw numbers will
have little value regardless of where you send it. Get
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your data foundation in place and give your workers
something to build on. Then today’s mobile tools can
provide massive value, and tomorrow’s technologies will
be part of your evolution too.
Benefits of this changing world can be seen through
all three components of the people-process-technology
cycle. With a flexible technology infrastructure
supported by the right people and processes,
companies are seeing ever increasing return on
investment. We have customers saving millions of dollars
each year on energy costs, delaying capital projects
through higher efficiencies and increasing equipment
lifecycles with predictive maintenance.
David Doll is industry principal for Facility and Energy
Management at OSIsoft

A New Dimension in HMI/SCADA
Introducing the world’s first 3D Holographic Machine Interface. ICONICS has
redefined “HMI” in this era of the Industrial Internet of Things by integrating its automation
software with Microsoft’s HoloLens. This groundbreaking digital twin technology allows users
to superimpose real-time information over a real world production environment or facility,
reducing downtime and increasing operational efficiency.

Experience it for yourself at Hannover Messe!
Visit ICONICS in Hall 7, Stand C40

© 2018 ICONICS, Inc. All rights reserved.

INTERVIEW

Manufacturing
transformation
– it’s now or never!
Many manufacturers have continued to invest in technology and systems using a
disjointed, piecemeal approach according to Fred Thomas, DELMIA global industry
director for Automotive and Industrial Equipment Industries at Dassault Systèmes.
He tells The Record why the time for real change is now

How would you define the concept of digital
transformation within the manufacturing space?
Digital transformation is enabling a reinvention
of manufacturing. It’s a core component of a new
‘industry renaissance’ – the merger of automation, the internet of things (IoT), the industrial
internet of things (IIoT), artificial intelligence,
business processes, big data and cloud computing. Digital transformation enhances agility
and flexibility across the enterprise by enabling
digital continuity, from ideation to production
through post-sales service.
What is the urgency regarding manufacturing
transformation?
I believe it’s a competitive necessity, as customers are seeking personalised experiences versus
commodity transactions, especially when buying
a vehicle. I believe we’re moving from the age of
mass customisation to the age of mass personalisation, where customers expect both the process
and the product to be unique.
From a process point of view, look at how Tesla
has changed the car-buying process. From a
product standpoint, I would point you to Ford’s
‘Personalize Your Pony’ program, where fans
and customers can go online and design their
own Mustang logo which can then be duplicated
across any number of personal items, including
clothes, coffee mugs and even ordered on your
new Ford Mustang vehicle.
This level of personalisation is going to rapidly
expand across the industry and it is my belief
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that a lot of manufacturers are unprepared to
support this kind of mass personalisation with
their current manufacturing systems.
What specifically have you seen that causes
you the most concern?
I have three primary areas of concern in terms of
traditional automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEM) being competitive in a mass
personalisation-driven world.
The first is that they are not responding to the
competitive threat presented by automotive OEM
startups that don’t have a 100-year legacy to deal
with. That means they don’t have the outdated
legacy solutions to maintain and can start with
model-based, platform-driven manufacturing systems that are infinitely more capable of supporting

“I believe we’re moving
from the age of mass
customisation to the age of
mass personalisation”
not only new vehicle technologies, such as electrification and autonomous vehicles, but also the
processes associated with vehicle personalisation.
My second concern is that there has been a lack
of progress in digital or virtual manufacturing
systems adoption, and my third concern is the
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ongoing tactical response of solving manufacturing execution problems on the shop floor with
more homegrown and point solution purchases.
This only extends the disparate, silo-based
manufacturing environment to the detriment
of building a future on a strategic model-based
foundation that can drive uniform digitalisation
across the global manufacturing organisation.
Which technologies have the potential to
change the status quo and reinvent how
manufacturers operate and progress?
Additive manufacturing is a truly transformative
technology that will fundamentally change manufacturing processes. But in order to effectively
integrate additive manufacturing into your
manufacturing operations, a process-driven,
model-based platform that is fully supportive of
visualising 3D product models on the line, and
ensures that additive manufacturing processes
fit within both the production and quality plan
for the operations, is required. Trying to piecemeal additive manufacturing technologies into a
disparate, disconnected manufacturing environment will limit if not erase the potential benefits
that could be achieved.
IIoT will have both a positive and negative impact on manufacturers. Again, this is
a situation where the lack of a fundamental
process-driven platform strategy for manufacturing will sub-optimise the technologies that
are capable of significant gains. If manufacturers
have employed a cohesive, process-driven, platform-based systems strategy for manufacturing,
the availability of new data provided by IIoTenabled communications can offer new insight
into operations. When combined with the right
analytical tools, this can provide predictive capabilities in a more precise and responsive manner.
But if IIoT-enabled data acquisition is dropped
into an existing disparate legacy manufacturing
systems environment, you ultimately end up
with just another under-performing technological implementation.
What kind of negative habits limit some
manufacturers when it comes to adopting
new technologies?
Companies become buried in the minutiae of
the technology or the company purchasing process and lose all urgency to achieve the original
goal of selecting and implementing a technology

to impact the performance of manufacturing.
Technology advancements can only improve
manufacturing performance and make the company more competitive or optimise an opportunity if they are implemented. The longer this
takes, the less chance these technologies have of
meeting their original goals.

Thomas believes that
many manufacturers
aren’t prepared
to support mass
personalisation

How vital is it to select a technology partner
that can deliver a spectrum of benefits and
help manufacturers realise their full potential?
It is absolutely crucial to evaluate technology
providers to understand their vision, capabilities
and track record in delivering innovative technologies and capabilities in support of manufacturing transformation. Look for partners who offer
the full breadth of capabilities across both the
digital manufacturing and manufacturing execution domains. And pay particular attention to
whether their tools and solutions were acquired
and stitched together or were developed under a
single unified vision. This will prevent you selecting a partner who has the same issues that you are
trying to solve in your own company.
For more details regarding digital manufacturing
solutions, visit ‘3DS.com/transportation’
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At the edge or
in the cloud?
MICHAEL KANELLOS: OSISOF T

Some say all data and applications will go to the cloud. Others, such as
market research firm IDC, say that around 40% of data will be stored,
managed, analysed and kept right where it was produced – at the edge.
Here are five factors that determine where to do analytics

T

here are five key factors that will determine
where you do your analytics in the future.
The first is speed. Do you need the information now, as in right now, or can it wait? The
quicker you need answers, the less likely you are
go to the cloud. Remember the 2017 eclipse?
In California, it removed about six gigawatts
of capacity from the grid by blocking the sun,
according to CAISO, the operator responsible for 80% of the state’s power, or enough for
more than four million homes, and then rapidly returned it within a few minutes. CAISO
received power data from the grid’s generators
every four seconds to prevent the fluctuations
that can cause problems.

“When it comes to where all the
world’s data and applications will
live, the answer isn’t so clear cut”
The second factor is reliability and safety. Oil
companies and mining operations, for instance,
are adopting cloud technologies for deep analytics. It makes sense because you can spin up
thousands of servers at once to tackle massive
computing problems, but the answer isn’t needed
urgently. When it comes to ‘live’ operations,
however, those remain local.
The third factor is bandwidth and bandwidth
cost. If it’s a torrential amount of data being
generated, and you don’t need all of it to make
a sound analysis, then just send summary data.
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A ‘smart factory’ might track 50,000 sensors
and generate several petabytes a day. Even a
standard office building will generate 250 GB
or more. Rather than try to analyse data in the
cloud or control thermostats remotely, a lot
of these jobs will be cheaper and more easily
accomplished on a local level.
The fourth factor is the location of your challenge. Who needs the data? Is it the engineers
at the plant or a whole slew of different parties,
organisational departments or geographically
dispersed stakeholders? If it’s a local problem,
it can be stored and analysed locally. Local successes, of course, can then be replicated and
shared across the enterprise.
The fifth and final factor is the complexity
of your challenge. Are you examining a few
data streams to solve an immediate problem
such as optimising a conveyor belt in a factory or are you comparing thousands of lines
across multiple facilities? Are you looking at
a patient’s vital signs to determine a course of
treatment, or are you developing a new therapeutic that requires studying millions of different proteins?
Depending on the nature of the analytics in
question, many of these factors I’ve discussed
will overlap; some may take a higher priority
than others. In the end, as with many things
data-related, when it comes to where all the
world’s data and applications will leave, the
answer isn’t so clear cut.
Michael Kanellos is an IoT analyst at OSIsoft
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Beating
cloud anxiety
PA U L T I M M I N S : D X C T E C H N O L O G Y

Unfounded anxiety about cloud adoption is preventing many manufacturers
from transforming their businesses, but it’s vital they recognise the benefits if
they want to stay competitive

I

n the past, manufacturers did not need to worry
about delivering an excellent customer experience. However, now that the manufacturing
industry has moved from a business-to-business
model to a business-to-business-to-consumer
model, the only path to success is for them to
shift focus and become more customer centric.
The increasing pace of change and competition,
along with evolving customer expectations for
quick turnaround times on their orders, means

“Cloud-enabled analytics platforms
give manufacturers greater visibility
into their operations”
manufacturers need to react faster, and more
confidently, than ever before. To do this, they
must reduce the time it takes to get their products
to market without increasing costs. Thankfully,
continuous improvement has long been the
watchword of manufacturing organisations and
many are turning to digital transformation.
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
are still essential for manufacturers because they
provide visibility, traceability, quality management and planning capabilities that help to minimise costs. Therefore, manufacturers who want
to optimise capacity, respond to market demand
and manage supply chain dynamics can benefit
from ERP solutions.
Today’s ERP systems are no longer large and
monolithic; now ERP is all about being agile in

the cloud. There is no one-size-fits-all solution, so
manufacturers should consider various parameters. These include depth of functionality, future
development path, flexibility to adapt to changing
business models, integration with existing systems,
cloud versus on-premise, and overall usability.
Cloud-enabled analytics platforms give manufacturers much greater visibility into their operations, and they have access to more diverse data
sources. The possibility of accessing such a large
volume of data can be daunting, but it is easy for
manufacturers to extract, store, analyse, manage
and protect their data if they choose the right
tools and systems.
While most manufacturers want to move to
the cloud, the reality is that many are anxious
about doing so. Concerns about high costs, difficulty in replicating customisations, and security
mean that some manufacturers stick with legacy,
on-premise solutions, rather than moving to
cloud-based solutions to benefit from the agility,
speed and cost savings benefits.
In today’s challenging economic and competitive environment, it’s vital for manufacturers to
future-proof their businesses by putting the right
infrastructure and digital technology in place
to help them work smarter and pivot easily to
meet customer demand. Implementing the best
technology with the right partner puts manufacturers in the ideal position to outperform and
outmanoeuvre the competition.
Paul Timmins is global director for
Microsoft at DXC Technology
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Smart manufacturing
goes mobile
M I K E J A M E S : AT S G L O B A L

By adopting a ‘see and go’ approach, manufacturing teams
can adopt more efficient working processes

A

fellow member of the Manufacturing
Enterprise Solutions Association, Uwe
Kueppers, recently had a fascinating
insight using the lean manufacturing concept
that is deployed across a vast array of companies.
The story starts with ‘go and see’. In a manufacturing context, this literally means and go and see
how production is running. Get out on the shop
floor and observe. Go and talk to the team on the
production line. Supervisors, managers and quality staff often get out of their offices to ‘go and see’
how work is progressing. The value of developing
an understanding and finding opportunities for
improvement can result in significant productivity benefits over long periods of time. But Uwe’s
insight turned the idea around.
‘See and go’ he said, and his insight referred to
using a mobile device. Data flowing from systems
on the shop floor are like arrow heads, pointing

The Manufacturing Operation Management Institute runs
events for manufacturers and provides a platform to discuss
actions that can be taken today:
9 – 10 April 2018		
24 – 25 May 2018

Smart Manufacturing &
Industry 4.0		
Johannesburg, South Africa

Smart Manufacturing &
Industry 4.0 		
Taiwan

24 April 2018		
25 – 26 July 2018		
Manufacturing Maturity
Smart Manufacturing &
Workshop		
Industry 4.0
Haarlem, Netherlands
Mumbai, India
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you in the right direction, and the data is presented to the user on a mobile device as easily
digestible insight. Workers can ‘see’ the arrow on
my mobile device, and it tells me if there are any
issues on shop floor. Having ‘seen’, I can now ‘go’
to the shop floor and immediately find the area
in which I can best help my team.
It’s a great insight and mixing technology with
lean manufacturing is something I dubbed many
years ago as ‘sticky lean’. One of the problems
with lean manufacturing is that it relies heavily
on manual processes. This is good for the team
and forces communication and action. But in
practice, lean practices weaken over time. This is
because people are not as consistent as we would
like them to be. But by adding technology and
introducing ‘sticky lean’, processes can be carried
out with greater consistency.
Mobility gives workers freedom of movement
and adds a new dimension to any manufacturing
process. Mobile devices can deliver information about many aspects of a plant to workers
directly, providing maintenance staff with the
chance to act quickly and may help them, using
augmented reality, to carry out a critical repair
more effectively. Devices can also help direct
staff to a problem area within a plant.
‘See and go’ offers IT/OT a wide range of opportunities for improvement. Just don’t forget that mobile
devices are tools for real people in real plants, stay
safe and watch where you are walking!
Mike James is chair of the board of directors
at ATS Global
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Where to start a digital
transformation
R O B M C G R E E V Y : AV E VA

Going digital can help companies to meet regulatory, customer and price
challenges, but only if they carefully consider their business priorities and
operational architecture

C

ompanies face many pressures to stay competitive including changing commodity
prices, regulatory compliance, an ageing
and changing workforce, and evolving customer
demands. Many innovative organisations opt for
digital transformation, but this is often where they
falter. Some move forward with poorly conceived
and designed pilots that fail to deliver the promised results. Others are intimidated by the wealth
of options and don’t take any action at all.
When it comes to digital transformation, a wellthought-out business objective and operational
architecture is critical. Companies should establish
their business goal, asking what their key priorities
are and in which order they need to be addressed.

“A well-thought-out business objective
and operational architecture is critical”
First, companies should think broadly across the
stages of the asset lifecycle – design, engineering,
procurement, build and operations, and maintenance. They should identify which areas they can
optimise or improve to achieve overall business
objectives. Next, companies should transform
those target areas by implementing everything
from advanced design and simulation to predictive maintenance and augmented reality.
Organisations should also consider the production operations value stream or lifecycle. This side
of the business starts with planning and scheduling, before transcending down to execution and

control systems. Here, solutions such as supply
chain management and manufacturing execution
systems that are tuned specifically for industrial
markets can help to improve profitability.
After defining their business objectives, companies should develop their operational architecture.
This should be a scalable, stable and harmonised
framework that supports corporate strategies.
Within the confines of an operational architecture, it’s easy to understand the business value
of key technologies and commercial models
like cloud and software as a service. Built on
the Microsoft Azure cloud, Insight powered by
Wonderware Online delivers high productivity
gains at a low price point. Cloud technologies
like this enable businesses to configure, provision
and design the exact solution they need, when
and where they need it. Migrating to a hybrid
model – where some systems remain on premise
or at the edge – can also be a good option for
manufacturing and infrastructure markets.
In these cases, the operational architecture and
business objective can serve as crucial guardrails. Depending on an organisation’s objectives,
it may make sense to host everything natively in
the cloud, or it may be better to establish a hybrid
deployment where sensitive data is kept onsite and
the remainder is in the cloud. Either way, a concrete business objective and a well-defined operational architecture will help enterprises take their
first steps to digital transformation success.
Rob McGreevy is head of Portfolio Management
at AVEVA
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Accelerate your Clinical Supply Chain with a
single integrated ERP solution. Safely
Ready for
Microsoft
Dynamics
for Opera 365
tions

AX for Pharma for Clinical Supply helps you keep up with
the continuously evolving Clinical Trail Industry, where new
clinical trials are being conducted at an ever-growing rate.
The Clinical Supply Chain is more than the physical
processes of manufacturing and distributing of materials.

3. Create a consistent approach in the clinical
development programs

Today’s clinical trials involve more patients, sites, countries
and more uncertainty than ever before. The number and
complexity of issues affecting the supply chain have also
grown. These include costly comparator drugs, intricate
protocols, delicate investigative compounds, adaptive
clinical trials and variable dosing schemes. Included in this
mix are increased country-specific regulatory requirements
surrounding temperature-controlled drugs, packaging,
shipping, and labeling.

4. Manage compliance systematically and consistently
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The first totally integrated
Clinical Supply Chain
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1. Gain greater operational efficiency

6. One single source of truth
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The Clinical Supply Module from AX for Pharma is a
single intergrated ERP solution that can significantly
improve the forecasting, manufacturing, and distribution
processes of clinical trial supplies. With the current trend
toward more elaborate clinical trials, the ability to remain
flexible and rapidly adjust to changes in client demands has
been a critical success factor for on-time delivery. Among
others AX for Pharma provides advantages such as:

5. Render product pipelines on the market in a costeffective and timely manner

2. Standardize the management of clinical trials
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Key issues in the Clinical Supply Chain
On-time delivery and inventory
Because some studies involve many countries,
investigators, and depots, tracking deliveries and
inventory are critical. AX for Pharma ensures the
accurate and timely management of deliveries
and inventory information from all involved in the
clinical supply chain, including third-party logistics
providers.

Logistic and Import/Export
Import and export permits can be a challenge.
The transportation and storage of product,
particularly the temperature-sensitive shipments,
is crucial. AX for Pharma supports the logistic

need to move products from warehouses and
sites, domestically and internationally; as well as
import permits and licenses, special packaging
and labeling, and physical pack-out of material
including tamper evidence seal and temperature
monitor.

Demand for existing and new drugs
Because complexity grows quickly in terms of
the level of patient enrollments, the number of
sites, and various dosing schemes for a clinical
product, it is crucial to align supply with demand.
AX for Pharma provides visibility of demand at
the program, indication, and protocol levels.

Synchronize the Clinical Supply Chain
The manufacturing processes for APIs, drug
products, packaging products, and patient kits
must be combined in a synchronized flow.
Inventory should be monitored at each point in
the chain and replenishment rules must be
established for each plant or work center
involved. AX for Pharma helps synchronize the
entire supply chain by combining clinical demand,
manufacturing, quality, and R&D functions.

www.axforpharma.com

PROFILED: CEMEX
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Big data meets
big cement
OSIsoft’s PI System helps building materials company reduce the time taken to
extract data from 70 production sites from 744 hours to just five minutes

C

EMEX is the world’s second largest building materials company, operating a total
of 71 production sites in 50 countries.
Recognising the power of gaining insights from
big data, CEMEX embarked on a data democratisation project that would enable employees
to merge different sources of information – such
as maintenance and financial data – to better
understand how factory floor changes impact
the overall business. CEMEX opted to use the
data capabilities in its existing OSIsoft PI System
from Microsoft partner OSIsoft.
“We started out in a single cement plant, but
throughout the years we have been setting different objectives for operations…to drive operational improvement, to optimise cost…and to
provide reliable data to decision makers,” said
Rodrigo Quintero, director of Enterprise Risk
Management at CEMEX. “The PI System has
always been there as a key element to this. It has
been the foundation of everything.”
The first step was to gain global visibility of
process data and integrate it into transactional
systems so plant information could be accessed
across all parts of the business. CEMEX added
context to that data with OSIsoft’s PI Asset
Framework structure and used additional
in-house tools to validate it.
To achieve full democratisation, CEMEX
developed a template that would extract information from its 70 production sites. On the first
attempt, it took up to two months to extract the
data and another week to clean it, which meant
that it needed updating by the time CEMEX had
the results.
To accelerate the process, CEMEX used
OSIsoft’s PI Integrator for Business Analytics.
The PI Integrator shaped, extracted, calculated
and cleaned data before it was moved into a

PI integrator for BA – path to information

Cement production
data reliability

Democratisation
of data

Asset
health

Global quality
KPI

Energy
efficiency
Alternative and primary
fuel optimisation

Microsoft SQL Server database for employee
analysis. The team received the information in
just a few hours and used a simple refresh to
update results in five minutes.
Now, CEMEX can measure equipment effectiveness and more accurately monitor variations between sites. Plus, every user can directly
extract insights for better decision making. “We
are seeing a diminishing trend in our variability,”
said Quintero. “So, we have really improved the
accuracy and reliability of information.”
CEMEX reduced the total cost of ownership of
its previous data system by US$800,000 annually, achieving return on investment within six
months. In the past, extracting and gathering data
for reports from all of CEMEX’s plants could take
744 hours, but now the process takes five minutes.
Meanwhile, data preparation has been reduced
from three days per month to one minute.
“This has allowed me to do a lot more things,
easier and better – to do more with less,” said
Quintero.
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Tackling global issues
with cloud and IoT
WaterForce leverages Microsoft Azure’s service platform through Schneider Electric’s cloud and
hardware products to help farmers improve sustainability

G

lobally, humanity faces many challenges, such as climate change, decaying
infrastructure and political instability.
However, one challenge that is just as urgent,
but does not always get as much media coverage, is rising food demand. Global demand for
food is expected to double by 2050, which will
put increasing strain on already scarce water
resources. Agriculture already accounts for nearly
70% of the world’s water consumption, and water
demand is estimated to increase 55% to meet this
growing food demand. Therefore, it’s critical that
farmers improve the sustainability and efficiency
of their operations.
Sustainable water solutions provider WaterForce
wanted to help farmers to address the growing
demand by developing a sophisticated, yet easyto-use, cloud-based water management solution
that leveraged the industrial internet of things
(IIoT) to monitor and control geographically isolated assets. The result was SCADAfarm.
SCADAFarm combines Microsoft Azure’s capabilities, AVEVA’s Insight powered by Wonderware
Online cloud software, and Schneider Electric’s
hardware products into a complete package that
allows farmers to monitor and control their irrigation pivots anywhere, anytime, from any device.
This enhanced level of control and visibility allows
improved operational performance across farms,
enabling farmers to save water and energy.
Farmers can easily configure and control the
solution to take advantage of rapidly shifting
variables such as changes in the wind, rain levels
and market conditions. Advanced analytics offer
a complete historical picture of irrigation pivots,
providing additional context for farmers to diagnose issues early. Using this solution, farmers in
New Zealand have improved operational performance, water management and energy usage
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– one farmer halved energy costs in a single season using SCADAFarm.
By providing this level of information access and
control from mobile devices, SCADAFarm also
gives farmers peace of mind. Instead of being tied
to the farm, farmers can now leave the area and log
in anytime to confirm that their irrigation system
is functioning correctly. The solution’s comprehensive data capture functionality also improves
regulatory compliance. Plus, because it is built
on Microsoft Azure IoT, SCADAFarm is highly
scalable. The solution does not require in-depth
technical knowledge and seamlessly integrates
with existing software and hardware investments.
“Most farms are not built to handle large software installations,” said Ron McFetridge, director of WaterForce. “Using a lightweight cloud
solution with mobile capabilities has been key to
expanding IoT capabilities to these farms.”
The successes these farmers have achieved with
the help of Waterforce and Schneider Electric
shows the value of digital transformation in
building a more efficient, sustainable approach
to agriculture.

Rising demand for
water and food is
driving farmers to
find ways to make
their operations
more sustainable
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Increase your competitive edge
Master the digital future of industry
Whether you want to maximize return on capital, or improve profitability, digital transformation
is the key. With our industrial software platform you can realize your business objectives quickly
and effectively.
Start by consolidating all your operational data with Insight powered by Wonderware Online.
Built on Microsoft Azure, Insight allows you to easily transform data into a live decision-support
feed available anywhere, anytime and on any device.
Start small, start today. Start your free trial at:

online.wonderware.com
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INTERVIEW

Creating a flexible
environment
As customers increasingly demand greater personalisation, manufacturers need to
find ways to improve flexibility and agility on the factory floor. Dassault Systèmes’
Eric Green explains why mobile technologies offer a solution
BY SEAN DUDLEY

I

ncreasing the mobility of the workforce is a goal
for many manufacturers today. Current market
conditions and customer demand is making it
important for manufacturers to have a flexible
approach, particularly on the factory floor.
“The challenges affecting the mobility of the
workforce are driven by the challenges that manufacturers are facing to support their markets
and customers,” explains Eric Green, vice president of user experience and marketing for the
DELMIA product brand at Dassault Systèmes.
“Consumers have gone from an era of mass production to an era of mass personalisation. This
means every order is individualised and customised for specific preferences.”
This shift ultimately means that, on the factory
floor, the stable production lines of years gone by,
where each worker had a specific role, are starting
to be replaced by what Green refers to as “flexible
work cells and flexible production systems”.

“We want to
give workers
the most
suitable
technology
for their
specific roles”
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“At Dassault Systèmes, we have solutions that
support manufacturers, enabling them to be very
flexible when it comes to moving and reconfiguring their production line based on product
demand,” says Green. “To be successful, it’s
imperative that the workforce has mobility solutions that allows workers to move around a factory to where these new work cells and elements
of the production line are.”
Green says that with this shift in the production line, it’s vital manufacturers empower their
workers with the mobility solutions necessary to
do their job in this new environment.
“The use of tablets and other mobile devices
– even augmented reality and virtual reality to
some extent – are things we see some manufacturers taking advantage of as a way to empower
their workers and support their business,” he
explains. “This also presents workers with an
opportunity to provide ideas and insight, which
helps them be more creative and potentially
improve manufacturing processes.”
In order to take true advantage of these levels
of mobility, it’s vital the right software is in place.
“The software that’s being used to manufacture
and produce those goods – whether it’s a quality
inspection, assembly or a material move – has
to synchronise with the production line and be
compatible with the mobile devices adopted by
the manufacturer,” Green says.
This is where Dassault Systèmes’ DELMIA
solutions come into their own. Green says
the ultimate aim of these technologies is to
empower workers, allow manufacturers to
engage with their workforce and ultimately
support progress.

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

“There are key elements to our approach,”
Green says. “The first is making sure that the
technological underpinnings are there and that
the solutions have the ability to support mobile
devices, tablets and any other form factors. We
want to give workers the most suitable technology for their specific roles and give them the
chance to identify new ways they can enhance
and make changes to their business.”
Another element centres on a reinvention of
the traditional production line.
“We have many customers today that are using
our solutions to redefine the manufacturing line,
and in particular the structures and processes in
place,” Green says. “We also see customers using
a virtual model and augmented reality and virtual
reality to understand if they can move one production line from one factory to the other.”
It’s easy to forget the scale of some manufacturing projects, and Green says that enabling
worker mobility on the factory floor can support
their efforts from a logistical perspective.
“If you think about industries such as aerospace or heavy equipment for example, things
like train locomotives and airplane structures
are being created,” says Green. “When working
with products of that scale, having a virtual
model that lets workers get a better vision of
the item is hugely beneficial. During the assembly phase for example, workers may need to go
inside the fuselage or product frame. Supported
with a mobile device, workers can visualise what

they need to assemble and what quality inspection points they need to review while inside the
actual product assembly. This is a significant
time and quality improvement. Also, as data
can be captured automatically by integrating
machines, tools and equipment with the internet of things, workers can get insights on their
devices immediately and make better manufacturing decisions.”
By adopting a flexible production line supported with mobility solutions, the benefits to
worker efficiency are exponential, says Green.
“We have seen customers make significant
labour savings, and direct labour can become so
much more efficient,” he says. “Once a company
reconfigures its production line and introduces
tablets and mobile devices, people are spending
more time doing value added work as opposed to
literally walking back and forth from a computer
work station. Our intent is to empower the worker
to do their job and support their business, and with
mobility solutions, this is happening.”
Green has noted other benefits around inventory, as well as workers being comfortable operating at multiple factories without the need to be
trained in the specifics of each location.
“Mobility is a key element to empowering the
workforce, and gives companies increased flexibility in their operations,” Green concludes.
“Manufacturers want to drive productivity and
quality improvements, and the mobility solutions we provide can be a key enabler of this.”
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Trapped data here.

Actionable insights anywhere.

Bridge your data silos
Insight powered by Wonderware Online
Start your free 45-day trial today to:
• Unlock data from your industrial control systems, historians, IoT devices and more
• Enable remote monitoring, improve production efficiencies, and enhance troubleshooting
• Make valuable information available to the right people – anywhere, anytime and on any device
Get started now with Insight in 5 minutes or less, visit:

online.wonderware.com
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